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ORDER
¶1

Held: Defendant’s conviction of first-degree murder was affirmed where the State
proved her guilty beyond a reasonable doubt; the trial court did not err in denying
defendant’s motion to suppress her statements to police; trial counsel was not
ineffective for failing to tender a particular jury instruction; and the trial court did
not abuse its discretion in allowing rebuttal testimony by the State’s expert
witness.

¶2

Following a jury trial, defendant, Melissa Calusinski, was convicted of the first-degree

murder (720 ILCS 5/9-1(a)(2) (West 2008)) of 16-month-old Ben Kingan, who attended the day
care center where defendant was employed as a teacher’s assistant. Also in connection with
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Ben’s death, defendant was convicted of aggravated battery of a child (720 ILCS 5/12-4.3(a)
(West 2008)), which merged into the first-degree murder conviction. Defendant was sentenced
to 31 years’ imprisonment. On appeal, defendant argues that (1) the evidence was insufficient to
prove her guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of first-degree murder, (2) the trial court erred in
denying her motion to suppress her statements to police because her confession was involuntary,
(3) trial counsel was ineffective for failing to submit a jury instruction defining “reckless” in
connection with jury instructions on the lesser-included offenses of involuntary manslaughter
and reckless conduct, and (4) the trial court abused its discretion in admitting a forensic
pathologist’s neurological opinion during the State’s rebuttal case. For the following reasons, we
affirm.
¶3
¶4

BACKGROUND
Ben and his twin sister, Emily, were born on August 31, 2007, to Amy and Andy Kingan.

At the age of nine weeks, Ben and Emily began attending day care at Minee-Subee in the Village
of Lincolnshire, Illinois. The family had been using the day care center for several years for
their older children. Defendant was the full-time teacher’s assistant in Ben’s and Emily’s
classroom. On January 14, 2009, at approximately 3:50 p.m., defendant found Ben unresponsive
in a bouncy seat in the classroom and called for assistance. Staff members responded by
commencing CPR and calling 911. Paramedics quickly arrived and transported Ben to Condell
Medical Center in Libertyville, Illinois. He was pronounced dead at 4:50 p.m., at the age of 16
months. A grand jury indicted defendant on 14 counts of first-degree murder (720 ILCS 5/91(a)(1), (a)(2) (West 2008)) and 2 counts of aggravated battery of a child (720 ILCS 5/12-4.3(a)
(West 2008)). A three-week jury trial was conducted in October and November 2011. We
summarize the pertinent trial testimony and evidence as follows.
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¶5
¶6

Ben’s Relevant Health History
Ben was a healthy baby, meeting all of his developmental milestones. By the age of 16

months, Ben was beginning to take a few steps on his own and knew several words. In addition
to typical childhood illnesses, Ben developed acid reflux disease at the age of four months. His
pediatricians treated him with Prevacid. Ben responded well to the medication and subsequently
was taken off of it.
¶7

Ben had a habit of throwing himself backwards while he was seated and hitting his head

on the floor behind him when he was angry. This behavior did not alarm Amy or the day care
staff.

Dr. Daniel Lum, Ben’s primary pediatrician, described “headbanging” as a “pretty

common” behavior in infants from six months to two years old. Dr. Lum never knew of a child
seriously injuring himself from the habit.
¶8

On October 27, 2008, Ben awoke from his nap at day care with a golf-ball-sized bump on

the back of his head. No one at the day care could explain how Ben got the bump. Amy
telephoned Dr. Lum, who advised Amy that she did not need to do anything, because Ben had
not lost consciousness or vomited, and was acting normally.
¶9

Two days later, on October 29, 2008, Ben had a fever of 103.5 degrees, so Amy took Ben

to the doctor. He saw another pediatrician in Dr. Lum’s practice, Dr. Patricia Brunner, whom he
frequently saw. Amy also mentioned the bump on Ben’s head. Dr. Brunner examined Ben’s
head, which still had some slight swelling. Dr. Brunner was not concerned about the bump,
because Ben exhibited no signs related to it, such as vomiting, and she found no signs of any
head trauma. Dr. Brunner palpated the area with her fingers and found no skull fracture. She
checked Ben’s anterior fontanel, commonly known as the baby’s soft spot, and found it was
normal. Dr. Brunner did not think that a CT scan or x-ray was necessary. She told Amy to keep
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an eye on Ben for any change in mental status and to give him Tylenol or Motrin for the fever.
¶ 10

Three days later, on November 1, 2008, Amy took Ben back to the pediatrician because

he still had a fever. Dr. Brunner diagnosed an ear infection and prescribed Amoxicillin.
¶ 11

On November 20, 2008, Amy called the pediatrician’s office and spoke to Dr. Lum about

Ben spitting up, not being “quite himself,” and arching his back. Dr. Lum attributed these
symptoms to a return of Ben’s acid reflux disease and prescribed Prevacid again. Dr. Lum and
Amy did not discuss the October 27, 2008, bump.
¶ 12

On December 1, 2008, Ben had his 15-month-old well-baby visit, during which Ben’s

length, weight, and head circumference were measured and charted as they had been at previous
well-baby visits. Dr. Lum testified that Ben’s head was growing normally. Dr. Brunner testified
that Ben’s growth was age appropriate and that he was “growing beautifully.” Dr. Brunner noted
that, since his 12-month-old well-baby visit, Ben’s head circumference had increased from being
in the 50th percentile to being in the 75th percentile but did not see any issues with that fact. Dr.
Lum testified that, based on the measurement taken at Ben’s autopsy, Ben’s head circumference
was in the 95th percentile at the time of his death. Dr. Lum also had seen Ben on December 2,
2008, for pink eye.
¶ 13
¶ 14

Defendant’s Background
Defendant was 22 years old at the time Ben’s death. She graduated from Barrington

High School in 2005 and attended college for three months. She had no criminal history.
Defendant lived with her parents but sometimes stayed with her boyfriend. Prior to being hired
by Minee-Subee, defendant had worked in retail, in food service, and at her parents’ bait shop.
She had also done a lot of babysitting and worked for four years as a nanny for a family with five
children. Defendant worked as a teacher’s assistant at the Minee-Subee in Arlington Heights,
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Illinois, for about a year and then transferred to the Lincolnshire center in the fall of 2008. There
were never any complaints about defendant’s performance at work.
¶ 15

Defendant’s high school guidance counselor, Ray Piagentini testified that he knew

defendant well throughout her high school career and that she was a “very quiet kid,” who
“wouldn’t hurt anybody.” Thomas Mitchell testified that defendant babysat for his five children
hundreds of times. Robert Wessel testified that he had known defendant since 2007 and was of
the opinion that she was “very peaceful.” Ericka Faldstein, one of defendant’s best friends,
testified that she had observed defendant with children and believed that defendant was a
peaceful and “kind hearted person.”
¶ 16

Dr. Robert Hanlon, a clinical neuropsychologist, testified as an expert in

neuropsychology.

He conducted a battery of neuropsychological tests on defendant and

reviewed her school records but not her college or employment records. Defendant’s grades and
class rank were very low. Defendant’s overall IQ was 82; her verbal IQ of 74, was in the
“borderline range,” but defendant was “not mentally retarded.”

Dr. Hanlon opined that

defendant manifested “specific cognitive and intellectual deficiencies.” He agreed that defendant
understood his testing instructions and that her “reasoning and executive functions” were
“relatively advanced.”
¶ 17
¶ 18

Minee-Subee
Minee-Subee was licensed for up to 145 children between the ages of 6 weeks and 12

years. Minee-Subee employed approximately 20-24 staff members. Sandy Jenner was the
director. The teaching staff members, including defendant, were certified in CPR and first aid,
and regularly attended educational conferences. Each classroom had one lead teacher and at
least one assistant teacher. Gwendy Bautista was the lead teacher in Ben’s classroom; she
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worked from 6:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Defendant was Gwendy’s full-time assistant; she began
work at approximately 8 a.m.

The staff also included “floaters,” who moved between

classrooms as needed. Nancy Kallinger and defendant’s sister, Crystal Calusinski, were floaters.
¶ 19

Ben’s classroom, one of two infant-toddler rooms, served eight children, ages 12 to 20

months.

The classroom was carpeted except for the tiled kitchen area that contained a

sink/counter area facing the wall, a changing table, two high chairs, and two tables with four
chairs each. The chairs had straps for buckling the children in when they ate snacks and lunch.
There was a telephone by the door. There were two windows in the classroom that allowed
viewing between Ben’s classroom and the “infant toddler one” classroom and the four-year-old
classroom.
¶ 20
¶ 21

Monday, January 12, 2009
Amy took Ben to day care on Monday morning, January 12, 2009, as usual. After

naptime, Ben did not look well—he was pale and coughing but had no fever. He ate a few oyster
crackers. At about 4 p.m., defendant carried Ben into the other infant room, where Holly Schoen
was working. Ben began “almost spewing” vomit as defendant told Holly that he was not
feeling well. Ben vomited four to six times in a row. Holly said that defendant was not upset
with Ben, even though some of the vomit had gotten on defendant’s clothes. Amy was called to
pick Ben up. When Amy was leaving the day care with Ben, he vomited again in the hallway.
At home that evening, Ben vomited up to four more times, took a nap, and drank some Gatorade.
He went to sleep as usual and was fine throughout the night.
¶ 22
¶ 23

Tuesday, January 13, 2009
Amy kept Ben home with her on Tuesday, January 13, 2009, pursuant to Minee-Subee’s

health policy. Ben was fine all day and did not vomit. Amy ran some errands with Ben; he was
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“smiling and giggling.” They stopped by the pediatrician’s office to pick up a prescription for
one of Ben’s siblings. Dr. Brunner briefly observed Ben playing with toys on the floor, and he
was “perfectly normal and fine.” Amy told Dr. Brunner that Ben had vomited the day before but
did not say how many times. If Dr. Brunner had known Ben had vomited five times, she might
have asked Amy some questions about Ben’s condition.
¶ 24
¶ 25

Wednesday, January 14, 2009
Amy took Ben back to Minee-Subee on Wednesday morning, January 14, 2009, as usual.

Ben ate breakfast at day care and was acting and playing normally. Throughout the morning,
Ben was happy and behaving normally. Ben ate well at lunch—grilled cheese, tomato soup, and
milk. Nap time began at about 12:15 or 12:30. According to Gwendy, Ben fell asleep as usual
but awoke early, so she did an art project with him. Ben was able to glue various items onto a
piece of paper to make a collage. After all of the children woke up, at about 3 or 3:15 p.m.,
Gwendy and defendant buckled all of the children into their chairs, and served animal crackers.
Nancy came into the classroom to relieve Gwendy, who went home at about 3:30 p.m.
¶ 26

Nancy testified that, after Gwendy left, the children finished eating their snacks and were

“getting restless.” They were “a little bit loud, antsy,” so she and defendant began unbuckling
them from their chairs, washing their hands, and letting them play. According to Nancy, she and
defendant each took a table; defendant had Ben’s table. Nancy took each of the four children at
her table to the sink, one by one, to wash their hands. Nancy thought that defendant used wipes
to wash the four children at her table, as she usually did. Nancy did not actually see defendant
wash Ben’s hands. The children were fussy, including Ben. After Nancy finished washing the
four children at her table, she began washing dishes in the classroom’s kitchen sink. Her back
was to the room; it was loud, because the water was running and the children were fussing.
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Nancy testified that, after they took the children out of the snack area, defendant left the room for
four or five minutes to use the restroom. While Nancy was alone in the classroom, she removed
Ben from the bouncy chair where he had gone after his snack and took him to the changing table
to check his diaper, which he did not like. Between 3:35 and 3:45 p.m., Nancy put Ben down on
the tiled kitchen floor, and he threw himself backwards. Nancy testified that she did not actually
see Ben hit his head but assumed he did because he cried a little bit. Nancy sat him back up and
went to the sink and washed her hands. When she turned back around, Ben was lying on the
tiled floor again. Nancy carried him back to the bouncy chair.
¶ 27

Nancy testified that, when defendant returned to the classroom, Nancy helped her start an

art project. Nancy then took the dishes to the sanitizer in the main kitchen, leaving defendant
alone in the classroom with the children.

The children were under control at that time;

everything seemed fine. Before Nancy left, she told defendant that Ben was in the bouncy chair,
starting to fall asleep. Nancy was gone for 10 to 20 minutes. When she returned, Crystal and
Sandy were giving Ben CPR on the changing table. Paramedics had not yet arrived. Defendant
was crying, and Nancy tried to comfort her.
¶ 28

Crystal testified that she was at the front desk and heard defendant call for help on the

intercom. Crystal ran into the classroom and saw Ben in the bouncy chair with “foam coming
out of his nose.” Crystal picked up Ben, went to the door to call for help, and placed Ben on the
changing table where she commenced CPR. Sandy Jenner came in and began assisting Crystal.
Defendant kept the other children out of the way. Beth Katz, an administrator, entered and
called 911 from the classroom telephone at 3:51 p.m. Police and paramedics arrived moments
later; paramedics transported Ben to the hospital.
¶ 29

Beth Katz called Amy at about 4 p.m. to tell her that paramedics were taking Ben to the
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hospital. Amy rushed to the hospital, notifying Andy on the way. By the time Amy and Andy
could see Ben, he had already passed away.
¶ 30

Dr. Adriana Orozco was the pediatric emergency room physician on duty when Ben

arrived at the hospital. Ben presented “in full arrest,” meaning that there was no spontaneous
respiration and no cardiac activity. His eyes were “fixed and dilated,” which usually indicates a
significant head injury. Emergency room personnel took over performing CPR. They intubated
Ben and gave him three or four rounds of epinephrine and atropine. Despite all of these efforts,
Dr. Orozco pronounced Ben dead at 4:50 p.m.
¶ 31

Detective Adam Hyde of the Lincolnshire police department arrived at the hospital at

about 5 p.m. He spoke with Dr. Orozco for a few minutes and then with Amy and Andy
separately. Amy told Detective Hyde that Ben had vomited about five times on Monday and
about his history of acid reflux. Andy reported Ben’s habit of throwing himself backward.
¶ 32

From the hospital, Detective Hyde went to Minee-Subee, where staff had been asked to

remain and were informed that Ben had died. Detective Hyde spoke with Nancy, defendant,
Crystal, and Sandy Jenner, because they had each spent time with Ben that day. Gwendy had
already gone for the day.
¶ 33

Detective Hyde testified that he spoke with defendant for about 20 minutes. Defendant

told him that she and Nancy were giving the children snacks at about 3:30 p.m. It was extremely
hectic, so defendant called Crystal to come in and help them. Defendant said that Ben finished
his snack and crawled to a bouncy chair. Defendant told Detective Hyde that she began an art
project with the other children and “ ‘exactly one minute later’ ” noticed that Ben appeared to be
falling asleep. Defendant called Ben’s name three times; when he did not respond, she walked
over to him and saw foam and blood coming from his nose and mouth. Crystal picked up Ben
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and started doing CPR.
¶ 34

Detective Hyde testified that, at that point in the conversation, he told defendant that

Nancy never mentioned that Crystal had been in the room. Defendant looked away and said that
Nancy had not been there, just defendant and Crystal were in the room. Detective Hyde asked if
defendant was sure, and defendant “put her head down, paused a moment” and then admitted
that Crystal had not been in the room. Defendant said that she had been in the room by herself.
Detective Hyde asked defendant to tell him the whole story again. Defendant said that Nancy
had left the room to go to the sanitizer. Ben got down from his snack chair and crawled to the
bouncy chair. A few minutes later, defendant noticed that Ben was “ ‘lethargic.’ ” Defendant
called for help, and Crystal came and performed CPR. Defendant told Detective Hyde that she
was alone for only a moment.
¶ 35

Defendant did not testify at trial. Her account of the day’s events as provided to police

officers in statements videotaped on Friday, January 16, 2009, which were admitted at trial, is
summarized below.
¶ 36
¶ 37

Thursday, January 15, 2009: Autopsy
Dr. Eupil Choi testified as an expert in anatomical, clinical, and forensic pathology. He

performed Ben’s autopsy on the afternoon of January 15, 2009. Deputy Coroner Paul Foreman
and Detective Hyde were also present. Dr. Choi conducted both an external and an internal
examination of Ben.

Ben weighed 22 pounds and measured 30 inches tall.

Ben’s head

circumference was 19.5 inches. Dr. Choi found a bruise on the left side of Ben’s forehead and
one on his upper right arm, both of which were less than one centimeter.
¶ 38

Dr. Choi’s internal examination included the respiratory, cardiovascular, lymphatic,

endocrine, urinary, and gastrointestinal systems, which all appeared to be normal. His internal
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examination of Ben’s head revealed a four-by-four inch subgaleal hemorrhage under the scalp on
the back of the head. Dr. Choi also discovered a .8 inch linear skull fracture, visible on both
sides of the skull, because it went “complete[ly] through the thickness of the skull.” When Dr.
Choi cut the dura, which lies under the skull, “the blood was gush out [sic].” He testified that the
blood was “fresh red” and not coagulated.
subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Beneath the subdural area, Dr. Choi found a

Dr. Choi explained that the subgaleal, the subdural, and the

subarachnoid areas were separate layers. Dr. Choi noted swelling in the brain caused by the
pressure of the subdural hematoma. He shaved part of the scalp that corresponded with the
internal injuries and discovered “some bluish/red change one inch wide.” Dr. Choi opined that
Ben’s injuries were caused by a hard, flat surface. He opined that Ben “died of craniocerebral
injuries due to blunt trauma.” Ben’s injuries were consistent with having been thrown to the
floor by someone. Dr. Choi further opined that the injuries were very recent, meaning probably
less than one day old.
¶ 39

Dr. Choi testified that he discussed his opinion with Detective Hyde. When asked if he

had told Detective Hyde that the injury had occurred within a range of 30 minutes to 3 hours
from the time of Ben’s becoming unresponsive, Dr. Choi replied, “Probably did. I’m not sure
exactly the word I used, ***. Considering the findings, probably yes.” When asked if he had
told Detective Hyde that the force necessary to cause Ben’s injury was consistent with being
thrown from a one to two-story building, Dr. Choi replied, “Probably did. I think that is not
exactly happen [sic] but I think it was just comparison of the circumstances. That’s why I
mentioned.”
¶ 40

Dr. Choi further testified that his gross observations, in other words, what was visible to

the naked eye, were sufficient to support his findings; nevertheless, he also collected tissue to
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create histology slides to confirm his findings under the microscope later. A few weeks after the
autopsy, Dr. Choi viewed the histology slides to determine if there was any evidence of healing,
which would indicate an older injury. Dr. Choi testified that he did not see any neomembranes
or macrophages, which would have indicated healing. Dr. Choi testified that fibroblasts are also
indicative of healing but could not say for certain if he saw them. Dr. Choi explained that the
layering of red blood appeared to be darker colored blood. Dr. Choi agreed that he could not
pinpoint exactly the time of Ben’s injuries but could estimate a range.
¶ 41

Dr. Choi additionally testified about the differences between an acute subdural hematoma

and a chronic one. An acute subdural hematoma is one that “happened right now.” A chronic
subdural hematoma is one that has begun to heal, which could take weeks, months, or years. Dr.
Choi agreed that a minor fall or trauma could aggravate a preexisting chronic subdural
hematoma.
¶ 42

After the autopsy, Detective Hyde contacted the Lake County Major Crimes Task Force

(task force) for assistance.

Police Chief George Filenko of the Round Lake Park police

department and Detective Sean Curran of the Highland Park police department were two of the
task force members called to attend a meeting at the Lincolnshire police department on Thursday
evening. Detective Hyde told the task force members that a 16-month-old infant had been found
unresponsive at Minee-Subee and had died at the hospital. Specifically, he told them that the
autopsy revealed a skull fracture, that the injury had occurred within a three-hour time span of
the death, and that the severity of the injury was comparable to a fall from a one- to two-story
building. A plan was made for the next morning to interview the Minee-Subee employees who
had had contact with Ben on the day he died. Chief Filenko and Detective Curran were assigned
to interview defendant.
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¶ 43
¶ 44

Friday, January 16, 2009: Defendant’s Statements to Police
At about 9 a.m. the next morning, Friday, January 16, 2009, the task force members, in

plain clothes, arrived at Minee-Subee in unmarked cars. They waited outside while Detective
Hyde went in and asked Sandy Jenner if he could speak with defendant, Crystal, Nancy, and
Gwendy. Sandy called defendant, Crystal, and Gwendy, in turn, out of the classrooms. (Nancy
was not scheduled to work until later in the day, but Sandy agreed to call her in early.) Detective
Hyde told defendant that the police had a few more questions to ask her. Defendant was very
cooperative and agreed to go with the police. She retrieved her coat, purse, and sunglasses and
walked outside with Detective Hyde, who introduced her to Chief Filenko at the main entrance.
Detective Hyde followed the same procedure with Crystal and Gwendy, who went with other
pairs of task force officers.
¶ 45

Defendant got into the front passenger seat of the sport utility vehicle that Chief Filenko

was driving. Chief Filenko and Detective Curran had their guns and handcuffs on their persons
but under their clothing. Detective Curran had moved to the backseat; there was no cage or glass
barrier between the front and back seats. The officers did not handcuff defendant or search her
or her purse. The three engaged in small talk while they drove about 20 minutes to the Lake
Zurich police department. (It had been agreed that the pairs of task force officers would go to
various police departments, because the Lincolnshire department did not have enough interview
rooms to accommodate them all.)
¶ 46

They parked in the public parking lot and entered the building through the public

entrance. After waiting a few minutes in the main lobby, Chief Filenko, Detective Curran, and
defendant were escorted to a 6-by-12-foot interview room. The officers secured their weapons
outside the interview room, and defendant’s purse was placed on a shelf outside the interview
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room. Defendant retained her coat and sunglasses, which were on top of her head. Defendant
entered the interview room and sat down.

She was not told where to sit, nor was she

fingerprinted, photographed, or searched.
¶ 47

Through Chief Filenko’s testimony, the trial court admitted three DVDs containing the

officers’ interview of defendant. The jury viewed the DVDs and was given a printed transcript
as a demonstrative exhibit. The DVDs cover a time span from approximately 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Several times, the officers asked defendant if she needed anything; defendant had a few
beverages throughout the day. Chief Filenko sat at a small table near the door to the right of
defendant. Defendant sat next to the table, in the corner of the room. Detective Curran sat
across from defendant. The video camera was behind and to the right of Detective Curran.
¶ 48

There were several breaks in the interview, during which the officers left the room,

sometimes for up to an hour or more. Each time, the door closed but was not locked. Detective
Curran testified that, during the breaks, he called other task force members to share information
so that they could “put everything together.” In the afternoon, Detective Curran also spoke on
the phone a few times with evidence technician Dave Thomas, who was at the coroner’s office
with Dr. Choi.

During the calls, Detective Curran related to Thomas defendant’s various

versions of what happened to Ben. Dr. Choi and his team conducted “experiments” with Ben’s
body to see if defendant’s stories were consistent with the medical evidence. The following is
derived from our review of the DVDs.
¶ 49

After Chief Filenko gathered some background information, he told defendant that,

before they could ask any questions about the incident, they were “obligated” to read defendant
her Miranda rights. Detective Curran told defendant that it was “standard procedure.” Detective
Curran read defendant her Miranda rights. Defendant said that she understood the rights, and
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she signed a Miranda waiver at 9:43 a.m.
¶ 50

Chief Filenko asked defendant to tell them what happened on January 14, 2009.

Defendant’s statements regarding the morning’s events were consistent with the trial testimony.
Defendant’s initial version of the afternoon’s events was as follows. After Gwendy went home,
defendant and Nancy took the children out of their snack chairs and washed their hands. Nancy
then washed dishes in the classroom while defendant started an art project. Ben was in one of
the bouncy chairs, playing with his sister and another child there. At about 4 p.m., Nancy left the
classroom “for like a second” to take the dishes to the sanitizer in the main kitchen. Defendant
noticed that Ben was starting to fall asleep in the bouncy chair. Defendant called out Ben’s name
to rouse him. When Ben did not respond, defendant went over to him, shook his arm, and
continued calling his name. She saw orange-red foam coming from Ben’s nose and called the
front desk from the classroom telephone. Crystal responded to the classroom, picked up Ben,
called for Beth, and began performing CPR on Ben on the changing table. Beth called 911.
¶ 51

After defendant told this version of events, the officers left the room for a short break.

When they returned a few minutes later, the officers explained that they needed to clarify the
details of what happened because Ben’s skull was fractured. Detective Curran told defendant
that it was “a medical certainty that somebody’s done this to him. What we need to know right
now is if this was done by accident or did somebody intentionally hurt him?” He further told
defendant that the medical examiner knew that Ben had received his injuries at the day care that
day. Defendant denied ever hurting any child and said she had never seen anyone at MineeSubee do so.

In rather extensive monologues, the officers told defendant that there were

discrepancies in her story. They cautioned her that she needed to tell the whole truth up front or
else her credibility would be diminished, that they were trained professionals, and that they
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would discover the truth.

They explained that they were talking with everyone who had

knowledge of Ben’s day. They said that accidents happen and that defendant should not be
scared to tell them what happened.
¶ 52

Defendant continued to deny any knowledge of how Ben was injured. Detective Curran

told defendant that it was a “medical fact” that, with the injury he had, Ben would not have been
able to eat or play, so “all this stuff had to happen right away when he went unconscious.”
Defendant suggested that the officers talk to Nancy, because she was the only person with
defendant before everything happened.

They told her that Nancy was being interviewed.

Detective Curran asked if she or someone else had accidentally hit Ben’s head or dropped him.
Defendant said no but again suggested that the officers talk to Nancy. Defendant explained how
she herself was always careful with the children’s heads but pointed out that Nancy sometimes
did not watch the children’s heads and might bang them accidentally on the changing table or a
chair. The officers told defendant not to cover for anyone and to stop telling half truths.
Defendant said she would not cover for anyone. Defendant related that Ben was known in the
day care center for his tantrums, where he would throw himself backwards onto the ground.
Detective Curran told defendant that Ben could not possibly have generated enough force to
fracture his skull. He said, “I’ve got a good idea that you’ve seen what happened or you were
involved with what happened [be]cause you were the only one in the room at the onset of this.”
¶ 53

Defendant repeatedly denied doing anything to Ben. The detectives told defendant that

they understood how frustrating it must be to deal with eight children and how young children
took tumbles all the time. Detective Filenko said, “[W]e’re not here to condemn you. We’re not
here to put you in jail. *** You were there. You saw what happened. What happened? What
happened?” Defendant began to speculate that maybe Nancy had done something. Detective
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Filenko told defendant that she needed to tell them what happened so they could “all go home
tonight and have this entire situation put to rest.” Detective Curran said that either defendant or
Nancy did something because it was something that “had to be done with a considerable amount
of force.”
¶ 54

Defendant continued to deny any knowledge of what happened.

The officers took

another break, for about an hour. When they returned, they told defendant that they had talked to
detectives who were interviewing Crystal, Nancy, and Gwendy. Chief Filenko reiterated that
they were “convinced” that Ben’s injury occurred at the day care, within a couple of hours of his
becoming unresponsive. He said the injury was as serious as being dropped from the second
floor of a building. He told defendant that they were “getting into the serious phase of this.”
Chief Filenko said this was “flat out murder” and that defendant could either be a “good witness
or a co-conspirator in a murder.” Defendant continued to deny any wrongdoing. Defendant
again speculated about Nancy, pointing out that Ben often cried when Nancy entered the room.
Defendant pointed out that Nancy was alone in the classroom at about 3:35 p.m. while defendant
used the restroom.
¶ 55

Defendant continued to stick to her story. Detective Curran told defendant that maybe

Ben’s injury was an accident, “but it would be an accident that someone would know about.”
Defendant said she had not seen anything. Detective Curran told defendant that they had very
good photographs of the injury and that they would soon know exactly what happened.
Defendant asked if the injury was on the front or back of Ben’s head. When asked why she
wanted to know, defendant replied that she was “just kind of curious” and maybe she could “rethink.” Defendant surmised that Ben might have hit his head on the changing table when Crystal
put him down to do CPR. She explained that she understood that the children’s skulls were still
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growing. Detective Curran suggested that maybe Ben had fallen from the changing table but that
defendant had not said anything because he seemed fine. Defendant said, “I am telling you the
truth, I did not drop him.” Detective Curran said, “Or?” Defendant responded, “Anything,
nothing serious.” When asked what she meant by “nothing serious,” defendant said she would
never put her hands on Ben. She admitted to getting frustrated but said she would “deal with it.”
¶ 56

The officers reiterated that it was probably easy to lose patience with children. They

asked defendant if anybody had hit Ben in the head. She said no. Defendant admitted to raising
her voice and telling Ben, “no, not nice.” Detective Curran asked if defendant had accidentally
pushed Ben into the wall when she was disciplining him. She said no. Detective Filenko then
commenced a rather lengthy discourse about unintentional accidents and how even a doctor
initially might not see a serious injury. Chief Filenko explained that science could tell them a lot
but that only the person who was involved could fill in all of the details. He said that he did not
think defendant was a liar but that she was just worried and scared.
¶ 57

At about 1:25 p.m., defendant stated, “Ok. I, to be honest, I have yelled like I said, ‘not

nice,’ but he was sitting up and he just like drops, and like he, like I heard him hit his head.”
Defendant said that this happened “before they had snack maybe.” Ben was sitting on the carpet
and threw himself back really hard. He cried but seemed fine. When asked why she waited to
tell them what happened, defendant explained that she was nervous and did not want to lose her
job. She added that she just “wasn’t thinking about it.” As defendant continued to relate the
story, she was inconsistent as to whether Gwendy or Nancy was there at the time. When asked if
it were Gwendy or Nancy, defendant said, “Ok, um, um, I’m gonna say Gwendy maybe.”
¶ 58

The officers left the room for about an hour and a half. They returned at 3 p.m. and told

defendant that the specialist physician on their team said that Ben could not have generated
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enough force to cause his injuries by throwing himself backwards. They also told her that
Gwendy said that Ben had not thrown himself backwards. Detective Filenko again explained at
length how they could confirm or disprove defendant’s version of events with science and how
defendant was losing credibility every time she told a false story. He told her that he understood
how children could be frustrating and that he did not think she did anything intentionally, but he
insisted that she knew what happened. Defendant said that she was afraid that if it were her
fault, no one would talk to her and she would “probably get a fine, or go to jail or something.”
Detective Curran told defendant that they had to “clear this with the state’s attorney” and that if
defendant were cooperative and truthful, it would be better for her.
¶ 59

Defendant then said that, after snack time, she accidentally dropped Ben and that he hit

his head on the wooden snack chair. She explained that she was holding Ben, facing away from
her, she was not paying attention, and he slipped out of her hands. When asked for more details,
defendant said she had been in a hurry, not paying attention, and let him go too soon. Defendant
said that Ben did not cry and that his head seemed fine. Nancy’s back was turned because she
was doing dishes. Defendant said that Ben crawled to get his blanket and to the bouncy chair.
She kept a close eye on him. Defendant noticed that Ben looked sleepy after 5 or 10 minutes.
¶ 60

Defendant was crying softly. Detective Curran told her that it was okay, that accidents

happen, and that they knew that she did not intend for Ben to die. Defendant told the officers
that she was scared. Detective Curran asked defendant to promise not to lie anymore and that he
promised that they would make things as easy as possible for her. The officers asked defendant
to demonstrate what happened. At first, defendant said that Ben’s toes were almost touching the
ground when she dropped him. Detective Curran told defendant not to exaggerate to make it
sound better because “if it’s an accident, it’s an accident.” Chief Filenko reminded defendant to
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be specific, because they had to verify her story scientifically. Defendant demonstrated with her
hand that Ben’s feet had been about 12 to 18 inches off of the ground when she dropped him.
¶ 61

Chief Filenko left the room and returned with a teddy bear to help defendant demonstrate

what happened, which she did. Chief Filenko reassured defendant, “Alright sweetie, you’re
doing good.” Detective Curran apologized but said he needed her to demonstrate again so that
he could fully understand what happened. Defendant repeated her demonstration. Detective
Curran stated that the incident as described did not seem like enough force to cause Ben’s
injuries. Defendant insisted that this was the truth. She said that Ben had hit his head really
hard. Detective Curran asked her if she had “slam[med] him” for doing something wrong. She
denied that.
¶ 62

At about 3:35 p.m., the officers left the room. Defendant cried softly. Detective Curran

returned a few minutes later, asked defendant several questions about the snack chair, and left
again. Both officers returned at about 4:10 p.m. and told defendant that they had talked to the
doctor and had some concerns about how far Ben had fallen and how solid the chair was.
Defendant demonstrated that Ben was two feet off of the floor when she dropped him. Detective
Curran left the room. Chief Filenko reminded defendant that “this has got to be dead on
accurate.” He explained that if the doctor ruled out defendant’s story, “Then obviously, we’ve
got a major problem. I think we’re done.” Defendant said that she was telling the truth. Chief
Filenko reminded defendant that they had gone through at least a half dozen different versions of
what happened. He told her they were being patient because they wanted her to “get the fairest
opportunity here.” Defendant asked if her “sister and them” were still there. Chief Filenko told
her that they were never there; they were at other police departments. He left the room.
¶ 63

The officers returned a few minutes later and told defendant that the doctor said that
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Ben’s injury would have required more force than what she described. Defendant repeated that
she had dropped Ben. Detective Curran asked if she had “grab[bed] his feet and slam[med] his
head on the ground.” She said no. She said that Ben was not flailing around when she dropped
him. Defendant insisted that she was telling the truth. The officers warned defendant that if she
was lying again, it would look like she intentionally killed Ben. They asked more questions
about exactly where the chair was, whether it wobbled, and how hard Ben hit his head.
Defendant said she heard Ben’s head hit the snack chair.
¶ 64

As the conversation continued, the officers asked defendant what she told paramedics

right after the incident. She said she “froze” and did not know what to do because she “was in
complete shock.” Defendant said she did not tell police at Minee-Subee “about the whole head
thing.” Defendant said she just “wasn’t thinking” and thought that Ben had a seizure. Chief
Filenko told defendant to start getting her “spiel straight” because she was “going in circles.”
Defendant repeated that she did not even tell her boss what happened because she just was not
thinking straight. She was “scared, shaking to death” and did not know what was going on.
Chief Filenko said, “I think that you were scared because something went really, really wrong
here and you didn’t want to get your ass in trouble. And we’re trying to give you every
opportunity to get your ass out of trouble.” Defendant thought her career would end and began
explaining how difficult her life had been. The officers told defendant that she was not helping
herself by lying. They explained how “horrendous” Ben’s injury was and how it could not have
resulted from her dropping him as described. The officers left the room at about 5 p.m.
¶ 65

About 15 minutes later, Chief Filenko entered the room and asked defendant if she was

okay. She said yes, “just a little antsy.” He left. At about 6:05 p.m., Detective Curran stood in
the doorway and asked defendant if she was okay.
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claustrophobic.” Detective Curran asked if she was hungry, she replied that she felt nauseous
because she had not eaten. He offered to order her some food; she declined, saying her parents
did not know where she was.
¶ 66

At about 6:10 p.m., the officers came back with one of the snack chairs from Minee-

Subee. They asked defendant to re-enact what had happened with the chair and the teddy bear,
which she did. Defendant asserted, “I’m being quite honest, [be]cause like right now it’s to a
point where I feel like I’m gonna be getting blamed for something I completely did not do.”
Detective Curran responded, “Sit down. First of all, you’re having an attitude right now, ok.
There’s a dead kid.” Defendant said she was trying to be honest. Detective Curran said, “And
second of all, you are involved in this, ok.” Defendant said, “I know I am.” Detective Curran
continued, “Third of all, this story you’re giving us is a load of shit ***.” Defendant interrupted,
“I am not.” She clapped her hands for emphasis, saying, “That is what I am telling you.” She
continued saying that she did not hit Ben, throw him on the ground, or hit him against the wall.
Detective Curran told defendant that the doctor just did an experiment and that there was no way
that defendant’s dropping Ben as she described could have caused his injuries.

He said

somebody had slammed him on the ground or into the wall or something else. Defendant denied
doing anything else.
¶ 67

Chief Filenko told defendant again that she needed to tell them exactly what happened,

reminding her that she had changed her story several times. Defendant said it seemed like she
was getting blamed. Chief Filenko said they were not blaming her, but that she really needed to
think; all she needed to do was tell the truth and then “we’re done.” He said that no one would
think less of her. He said they would tell her employer whatever defendant wanted, but that
defendant needed to tell the officers the truth. Chief Filenko said that defendant’s stories were
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“mathematically, physically impossible.” He continued saying that he thought defendant was
focused on how bad her life had been. He used the word “fuckin’ ” several times. He reminded
her that “this is a human life.” He said not to make him go to the state’s attorney “with all this
garbage.”
¶ 68

At about 6:30 p.m., defendant said, “Ok. Well it did include the chair, but with the whole

situation he hit the corner, Ben, he was, he hit the corner really hard and he was moving. I’m
being honest with you, Detective.” She explained that Ben was moving around in her arms
“wobbling and getting frustrated” because he did not want to be held. Defendant said that she
became frustrated and she put him down and he hit the edge of the chair. Chief Filenko asked
her how hard she put him down, because it made a difference. As defendant was demonstrating,
Chief Filenko stood up. He asked, “Did you put him down?” as he demonstrated a forceful
action with his arms. Defendant was not visible on the DVD at that point, but she apparently
indicated that that was what she had done. She said she had been angry and frustrated because
Ben was wiggling and squirming, the other children were screaming, and Nancy was just doing
dishes.

The officers asked her to demonstrate how hard she put him down.

Defendant

demonstrated. Chief Filenko encouraged defendant to go “the whole full route” and show how
angry she was. Defendant said she got angry and “I went boom.” She demonstrated throwing
Ben down on the floor.
¶ 69

Defendant then pointed to places on the chair where Ben’s head hit.

The officers

explained that the chair would have left two marks and asked why she kept lying. Defendant
denied lying. Detective Curran said they thought “from the very get go” that the babies were
crying, she was taking care of all of them by herself, Ben started acting up in her arms, she got
mad, and threw him on the floor. Defendant responded, “Yeah and the chair was there too.”
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Chief Filenko said, “You threw him on the floor?” Defendant said, “Yeah.” He asked where
Ben’s head hit. Defendant started to say on the chair but Detective Curran said, “Please…”
Defendant said Ben’s head hit the floor really hard and bounced. Detective Curran handed
defendant his notebook and asked her to show hard she had thrown Ben onto the floor. She
forcefully slammed the notebook onto the floor.
¶ 70

Detective Curran told defendant that he wanted to believe her but she had told them “so

many lies.” Defendant said that she did not tell them lies; she was “trying to make it sound
right.” Chief Filenko responded, “We don’t want you to make it sound right. We want you to
tell us the truth.” Defendant clarified that Ben’s head hit the threshold between the carpet and
the tile and part of his head hit the tile. The officers told defendant that they were going to call
their bosses and left the room.
¶ 71

The officers came in and out of the room. Defendant asked to use the restroom. At about

6:50 p.m., defendant asked the officers how much longer, because she “just want[ed] to go home
and spend time with [her] parents and [her] puppy.” At 6:55 p.m., defendant was taken to use
the restroom. When she came back, Detective Curran asked defendant to explain one more time
what had happened, which she did. At about 7:30 p.m., defendant asked if she could make a
quick telephone call so that her parents would not be worried. Chief Filenko told defendant that
they had someone on the way to take her back to Lincolnshire. Defendant remarked that it
would take a while for her car to warm up and that she thought she would just go to her
boyfriend’s house that night, instead of to her parents’ house, because it was closer. At 7:40
p.m., defendant left the room with Detective Curran. The video ended.
¶ 72

Detective Hyde testified that he was the officer who picked up defendant and transported

her to the Lincolnshire police department. He was told only that defendant had confessed to
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throwing Ben on the ground.

When Detective Hyde arrived at the Lake Zurich police

department, he told defendant that she was under arrest, handcuffed her, searched her, and placed
her in the back seat of the squad car. Detective Curran rode back with Detective Hyde and
defendant. When asked if she wanted anything to eat, defendant requested McDonald’s. When
they arrived at the Lincolnshire police department, defendant told Detective Hyde, “You’re the
one I lied to the other night.” Defendant apologized for lying and said she wanted to tell him
what happened. Detective Hyde took defendant to the booking room; it was about 8 p.m. The
following is based on our review of a 40-minute DVD of Detective Hyde’s interview of
defendant, which was admitted at trial.
¶ 73

Defendant sat on a bench next to the door and Detective Hyde sat across from her by a

desk. Defendant’s food was on the counter next to her, but she said she was too scared to eat.
Detective Hyde read defendant her Miranda rights, and defendant said she understood them. He
asked defendant, who was crying softly, to tell him what happened.

She explained and

demonstrated the events as she did in her final version to Chief Filenko and Detective Curran.
When asked how hard, on a scale of 1 to 10, she had thrown Ben, she replied 8.
¶ 74

Detective Hyde left the interview room at about 9 p.m. to attend a task force debriefing

in the building. He handcuffed defendant to the bench and got her a blanket before he left.
When Detective Hyde returned to the booking room (from this point on, the DVD is video only,
no audio), defendant requested to call her father, as she had requested earlier during the booking
process. It was between 11 p.m. and midnight when Detective Hyde called defendant’s father
and let defendant speak to him. Detective Hyde remained in the room. The phone conversation
lasted less than 10 minutes. Detective Hyde testified that both defendant and her father were
yelling. At one point, defendant said, “ ‘I threw him to the ground, Daddy, with a full strength
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throw.’ ” She told her father she had been frustrated and that it was her fault. Detective Hyde
took the phone and informed defendant’s father about bond court the next day.
¶ 75

Defendant’s father, Paul Calusinski, testified that he spoke with defendant on the

telephone for seven or eight minutes at 11:40 p.m. Defendant was crying really hard. She never
said that she had thrown Ben to the floor; she said the opposite.
¶ 76
¶ 77

Medical Evidence
Drs. Brunner and Lum, Ben’s pediatricians, testified for the State as experts in pediatrics.

Dr. Brunner opined that Ben did not suffer a traumatic head or brain injury prior to January 14,
2009. She also opined that he had no medical condition that contributed to his death. Dr. Lum
opined that nothing in Ben’s medical history caused his death.
¶ 78

Dr. Adriana Orozco testified for the State as an expert in pediatrics and emergency

medicine. Based on the manner in which Ben presented in the emergency room and his lack of
significant medical history, Dr. Orozco opined that there was a “very high suspicion for nonaccidental trauma.”
¶ 79

Dr. Jordan Greenbaum testified for the State as an expert in forensic pathology and child

abuse. She testified that Ben had a big area of bleeding between the scalp and the skull—a
subgaleal hemorrhage—caused by a flat surface, such as a floor or a wall. His skull was
fractured all the way through. Ben also had a big area of bleeding in the subdural space beneath
the skull. Further, Ben had bright red blood in the subarachnoid space, which indicated that the
injury was “fairly recent” because the watery fluid there is always changing. Each of these areas
was separate or compartmentalized from the others. Dr. Greenbaum opined that Ben died “of
head injury involving blunt force trauma.” She further opined that Ben died as a direct result of
being thrown to the floor and that the injury happened “shortly before if not immediately before
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he became very symptomatic.” She did not believe that Ben’s injuries were consistent with his
having thrown himself backward.
¶ 80

Dr. Greenbaum agreed that small subdural hematomas can result from minor trauma and

can become chronic, lasting for months. A chronic subdural hematoma can be asymptomatic,
but as the intracranial pressure reaches a certain point, the child gradually will exhibit symptoms
such as a seizure. Dr. Greenbaum agreed that, in some cases, a minor trauma can cause a chronic
subdural hematoma to re-bleed. Dr. Greenbaum testified that a significant chronic subdural
hematoma is usually visible to the naked eye, and she did not see a chronic subdural hematoma
in Ben. Dr. Greenbaum testified that, when she “looked at the [autopsy] photographs[,] they
were consistent with what [Dr. Choi] said he saw under the microscope.” Dr. Greenbaum
thought that Ben’s vomiting two days before his death was unrelated to his death, because he
was completely normal in all aspects and then “essentially die[d] in 20 minutes.” She elaborated
that this was not a picture of a child with a chronic subdural hematoma.
¶ 81

Dr. Jan Edward Leestma testified for the defense as an expert in anatomical pathology

and neuropathology. Dr. Leestma explained that it was necessary to view the histology slides to
determine accurately the age of Ben’s injuries. The histology slides of the dura showed “layers
of healing” going back possibly many months. Dr. Leestma testified that he also observed iron
on the histology slides, which indicated healing of five to seven days. Based on the dark color
and granularity of the blood, Dr. Leestma testified that Ben’s subgaleal hematoma was three to
seven days old. Dr. Leestma opined that Ben had chronic subdural hematoma.
¶ 82

Dr. Leestma testified that, because of the chronic subdural hematoma, it was not possible

to opine with a reasonable degree of medical certainty as to the force necessary to cause Ben’s
injuries. He said, “Once a child has a subdural hematoma and some form of healing, then the
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injury threshold is very likely much less.” Dr. Leestma opined that a short fall, such as from a
child throwing himself backward from a sitting position, could exacerbate a chronic subdural
hematoma. Ben’s simple linear skull fracture was consistent with a short fall. Dr. Leestma
explained that “symptoms can appear and escalate alarmingly.” Dr. Leestma was under the
impression that Ben had been ill for a couple of days before he died. Dr. Leestma acknowledged
that Ben’s injuries were also consistent with being slammed to the floor. He admitted that there
was also evidence of a recent injury and that Ben’s throwing himself backwards could not have
caused all of his injuries.
¶ 83

Dr. Shaku Teas testified for the defense as an expert in forensic pathology. She testified

that Ben suffered from a subgaleal hemorrhage, a subarachnoid hemorrhage, and a subdural
hemorrhage. Dr. Teas saw a “defect” on the skull but could not be sure that it was a fracture.
She not only viewed the histology slides prepared by Dr. Choi but also prepared her own slides,
because that was the best way to determine the age of the injury.

Dr. Teas observed a

neomembrane, iron, collagen, fibroblasts, granulation tissue, and macrophages, all of which are
indicative of healing. Dr. Teas opined that Ben suffered from a chronic subdural hematoma that
was weeks old and had re-bled. She further opined that Ben’s “injury occurred way more than
30 minutes” prior to his becoming unresponsive. She explained that a healing chronic subdural
hematoma can re-bleed from a minor injury or even spontaneously. She said that nonspecific
symptoms such as fussiness, sleepiness, lethargy, and projectile vomiting can indicate head
injury. Dr. Teas elaborated that very young children, though maybe not 16-month-old children
are “brain stem creatures,” not using their higher functions; so any deficits might not be
apparent.
¶ 84

Dr. Manuel Montez testified as an expert in forensic pathology in the State’s rebuttal
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case. On the morning of January 16, 2009, he physically examined Ben’s body. He noted the
fresh contusion on the outside of the scalp. Dr. Montez also observed a subgaleal hemorrhage, a
subdural hemorrhage, a subarachnoid hemorrhage, each with fresh blood. Dr. Montez saw a
through-and-through skull fracture, which he concluded, from manually manipulating it, was
fresh, because it was not sticky like it would have been if the bone had started to mend. Dr.
Montez opined that Ben died of non-accidental abusive head trauma that occurred after 3:30 p.m.
on the day he died. He further opined that Ben could not have generated enough force himself to
cause his own injuries.
¶ 85

Dr. Montez testified that Ben did not have a chronic subdural hematoma that was visible

to the naked eye. Dr. Montez elaborated that a microscopic chronic subdural hematoma would
be “too small to do anything.” He further explained that if a chronic subdural hematoma were
big enough to have an effect, neurological deficits would have been apparent. Dr. Montez
testified that he viewed a 53 second video taken of Ben in November 2008. In the video, Ben
was in his home with his family, pushing around a toy shopping cart as he practiced walking.
From his review of the video, and Ben’s medical and day care records, Dr. Montez concluded
that Ben had no motor, audio, visual, or speech deficits.
¶ 86

ANALYSIS

¶ 87

Motion to Suppress

¶ 88

Defendant contends that the trial court erred in denying her motion to suppress statements

because her statements were “coerced, involuntary, and unreliable,” and thus, inadmissible.
Defendant limits her argument on appeal to her statements to Chief Filenko and Detective Curran
at the Lake Zurich police station. The hearing on defendant’s motion to suppress statements
spanned several days, during which the trial court heard testimony and viewed the DVDs of the
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interview. The court, aware of the factors it was to consider in determining the voluntariness of
defendant’s statements, made the following findings of fact.
¶ 89

On January 16, 2009, defendant voluntarily accompanied Chief Filenko and Detective

Curran. Defendant was not handcuffed, searched, or put in the back of a squad car. The officers
were not in uniform. At the beginning of the interview and past the first break, defendant
seemed at ease; the officers were cordial and friendly; the pace was relaxed. Defendant “clearly
understood her constitutional rights” and waived them.

As the conversation continued,

defendant was alternately loud and calm; sometimes she cried. The officers’ tone was okay.
Defendant’s affect was sometimes flat, but she remained cooperative. At one point, defendant
became angry and defiant. In response to defendant’s “physical and verbal energy,” the officers
leaned back away from defendant and toward the wall. The court found that “by all indications,
she wants to talk, and may not always like what she’s hearing, but she’s happy to talk.” The
court noted defendant’s comment that she was claustrophobic, and that her parents did not know
where she was, but also found that defendant did not say that she wanted to leave. Defendant
later said she wanted to go home to be with her family and her puppy but was still cooperative
and conversational. Defendant was not overly suggestible; she actually denied what police told
her for hours. She became defensive and angry and “stood her own ground.” The court
reasoned that the fact that defendant’s story changed did not mean that the officers made her
change it. The court ruled that defendant’s confession was voluntary.
¶ 90

“The test of voluntariness is whether the individual made his confession freely and

voluntarily, without compulsion or inducement of any kind, or whether the individual’s will was
overborne at the time of the confession.” People v. Morgan, 197 Ill. 2d 404, 437 (2001). The
voluntariness of a confession is determined by an examination of the totality of the
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circumstances. People v. Murdock, 2012 IL 112362, ¶ 30. The court should consider such
factors as the defendant’s age, intelligence, background, experience, education, mental capacity,
and physical condition at the time of the detention and questioning; the duration of the
interrogation; the presence of Miranda warnings; whether there was any physical or mental
abuse by the police; and the legality and duration of the detention. People v. Willis, 215 Ill. 2d
517, 536 (2005). No single factor is dispositive. Murdock, 2012 IL 112362, ¶ 30. When a
defendant challenges the voluntariness of her confession in a motion to suppress, the State bears
the burden of proof that the confession was voluntary by a preponderance of the evidence. 725
ILCS 5/114-11(d) (West 2012); People v. Slater, 228 Ill. 2d 137, 149 (2008). Our review of the
trial court’s ruling on a motion to suppress is governed by a two-pronged standard of review.
People v. Cosby, 231 Ill. 2d 262, 271 (2008). We accord great deference to the trial court’s
factual findings and will reverse them only if they are against the manifest weight of the
evidence. Cosby, 231 Ill. 2d at 271. However, we review de novo the ultimate legal question of
whether suppression was warranted. Cosby, 231 Ill. 2d at 271.
¶ 91

Our review of the DVDs reveals that the trial court’s findings were not against the

manifest weight of the evidence. We first examine defendant’s characteristics and condition at
the time of the questioning; defendant was a 22-year-old high school graduate, with some
college, and a significant work history. While she might not have been at the top of her class,
defendant was certainly a fully functioning and intellectually capable adult.

Dr. Hanlon’s

testimony that defendant’s verbal IQ was in the “borderline range” does not undermine what the
video recording shows. That defendant had no criminal history did not appear to impede her
ability to assert herself when she felt it necessary. Several times, defendant raised her voice to
the officers, disagreed with what they said, clapped her hands at them for emphasis, and was, at
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one point, told to sit down because she was getting “an attitude.” Throughout the interview,
defendant was articulate and showed no apparent communication difficulties.
¶ 92

Regarding the duration of the interrogation, although defendant was in the interview

room for about 10 hours, as the trial court found, she spent several hours of that time by
herself—she was not subjected to 10 hours of interrogation. The officers repeatedly asked
defendant if she needed anything; she generally declined but did have several beverages.
¶ 93

With respect to the presence of Miranda warnings, defendant was given her Miranda

rights, said that she understood them, and signed a written waiver. Defendant never indicated
that she wanted a lawyer, that she wanted to leave, or that she did not want to talk. The DVDs
support the trial court’s finding that defendant wanted to talk and voluntarily waived her
Miranda rights. Though not expressly arguing that the court’s finding was against the manifest
weight of the evidence, defendant asserts that her waiver was invalid.

She points to her

comments to officers, after confessing to throwing Ben to the floor, which reflected a belief that
she was going home that night—that she wanted to go home and play with her puppy, that she
would go to her boyfriend’s because it was closer, and that it would take awhile for her car to
warm up. According to defendant these comments “demonstrate that she did not understand the
magnitude of the situation.” We recognize that these few comments at the end of the interview
suggest that, at that point in time, defendant might have believed that she would be going home
that evening. Nonetheless, she had not been arrested or formally charged at that point. In any
event, the presence of Miranda warnings is but one factor to be considered in determining the
voluntariness of a confession. Murdock, 2012 IL 112362, ¶ 30. We conclude that defendant’s
waiver was valid. See People v. Braggs, 209 Ill. 2d 492, 515 (2003) (“A criminal suspect is not
required to know and understand every possible consequence of a waiver of the Fifth
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Amendment privilege for it to be knowingly and intelligently made.”); People v. Foster, 168 Ill.
2d 465, 479 (1995) (“Where the record shows that a defendant’s limited mental capacity did not
interfere with his ability to understand his Miranda rights and voluntarily waive them, his
statements will not be suppressed.”).
¶ 94

Regarding whether there was any physical or mental abuse by the police, the officers

were never abusive or threatening toward defendant in any manner.

They were generally

solicitous toward her. Even when they were frustrated by her changing stories, they counseled
her that she was losing credibility, which would not help her. The officers’ tones were generally
calm and their voices were raised rarely. The minimal amount of profanity they used was
certainly not directed at defendant. While defendant did say several times that she was scared,
reviewing the interview as a whole and defendant’s demeanor throughout, we conclude that
while she may have been scared of the potential consequences she faced, she was not afraid of
the officers.
¶ 95

With respect to the final factor, the detention was legal and of a reasonable duration.

Defendant voluntarily accompanied the officers from her place of employment at a reasonable
hour of the day. We note that defendant filed a separate motion to quash, in which she argued
that she had been illegally seized. The trial court denied this motion and defendant does not
contest that ruling on appeal. Defendant was in the Lake Zurich interview room for about 10
hours before she was placed under arrest. This length of time was not unreasonable, especially
given that the investigation was of the death of a 16-month-old infant. We conclude that the
relevant factors support the trial court’s determination that defendant’s confession was voluntary.
¶ 96

Defendant specifically contends that the officers “relentlessly demanded that Defendant

incriminate herself,” that defendant’s repeated denials “served only to elevate the Detectives’
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accusations that she was a liar and a murderer,” and that the officers were angry and threatening.
Defendant contends that the officers “constructed scenarios and compelled her to agree to them
by taking advantage of her fright, naiveté, mental capability and overall psychological makeup.”
Defendant asserts that she had “no choice but to adopt their false story” and believed that was the
only way she could leave.
¶ 97

Defendant’s assertions are belied by the DVDs. There is no indication that either Chief

Filenko or Detective Curran had a preconceived idea of what happened. The officers relied on
what Detective Hyde had told them at the briefing the night before, which in turn was based on
what Dr. Choi had told Detective Hyde during the autopsy. The two main premises upon which
the officers conducted the interview were that Ben’s injuries were caused shortly before he
became unresponsive and that Ben himself could not have generated enough force to cause them.
Defendant had not been singled out. All three of the caregivers in Ben’s room, as well as
Crystal, were interviewed.
¶ 98

Also telling is that the officers spent a significant amount of time with defendant

exploring her various stories. To the extent that the officers were skeptical of defendant’s
stories, such skepticism was not unwarranted given the inconsistency between defendant’s everchanging stories and the medical evidence. As defendant repeatedly denied doing anything to
Ben, the officers spent quite a bit of time exploring her vague assertions that perhaps Nancy had
done something to Ben. Later, when defendant told the officers that she had dropped Ben, they
spent a great deal of time discussing the details of that scenario. They repeatedly asked her to
explain and demonstrate that scenario so that they could verify that it was consistent with the
medical evidence.
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¶ 99

Defendant’s reliance on Aleman v. Village of Hanover Park, 662 F.3d 897 (7th Cir.

2011), is unavailing. Aleman involved an arrestee’s civil rights action against police officers,
whose interrogation of Mr. Aleman about the death of a child in his care violated his Miranda
rights. Aleman, 662 F.3d at 900. The court addressed the issue of whether the “confession” had
been induced by a particular police officer’s lies about the medical reports. Aleman, 662 F.3d at
906. The police officer repeatedly said that three doctors had said that the baby had been shaken
in such a way that he would have become unresponsive immediately, “meaning that Aleman’s
shaking must have caused [the baby’s] injury.” Aleman, 662 F.3d at 902. Mr. Aleman had
shaken the baby gently when he became unresponsive pursuant to performing CPR. Aleman,
662 F.3d at 901. Mr. Aleman confessed, “ ‘I know in my heart that if the only way to cause [the
injuries] is to shake that baby, then, when I shook that baby, I hurt that baby…I admit it. I did
shake the baby too hard.’ ” Aleman, 662 F.3d at 902. The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
reasoned that the “lies convinced Aleman that he must have been the cause” of the baby’s death
because the doctors had excluded any other possibility. Aleman, 662 F.3d at 906. The court
explained that the crucial word in the confession was “if.” The court elaborated, “By lying about
the medical reports, [the officer] changed ‘if’ to ‘because’ and thereby forced on Aleman a
premise that led inexorably to the conclusion that he must have been responsible for [the baby’s]
death; the lie if believed foreclosed any other conclusion.” Aleman, 662 F.3d at 906.
¶ 100 Unlike in Aleman, the officers here did not lie about the medical evidence and did not
force a conclusion on defendant. As discussed above, they relied on the medical evidence from
Dr. Choi’s autopsy that Ben’s injury occurred within a short time frame from when he became
unresponsive and that Ben himself could not have generated the force necessary to cause his own
injuries. Moreover, the medical evidence that the officers shared with defendant did not exclude
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the possibilities that Ben had been hit in the head, that Ben had fallen from the changing table, or
that Ben had been slammed against the wall—any of which could have been done by either
Nancy or defendant. The officers clearly had not singled out defendant and were not focused on
a predetermined conclusion that she had thrown Ben to the floor. They asked many different
questions and explored various possibilities with defendant.
¶ 101

Corpus Delicti Rule

¶ 102 Within her argument that the evidence was insufficient to prove her guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt, defendant contends that the use of her confession at trial violated the corpus
delicti rule. The corpus delicti is defined as the commission of a crime. People v. Lara, 2012 IL
112370, ¶ 17. To obtain a valid conviction, the State must prove beyond a reasonable doubt both
the corpus delicti and the identity of the offender. Lara, 2012 IL 112370, ¶ 17. Because courts
historically have not trusted out-of-court confessions, which could be coerced or unreliable, the
corpus delicti rule arose. Lara, 2012 IL 112370, ¶ 19. The rule provides that, “[w]hen a
defendant’s confession is part of the corpus delicti proof, the State must also provide
independent corroborating evidence.”

Lara, 2012 IL 112370, ¶ 17.

The independent

corroborative evidence must “tend to show” that a crime was committed but need not prove the
commission of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt. (Emphasis in original.) Lara, 2012 IL
112370, ¶ 18. “If the corroborating evidence is sufficient, it may be considered, together with
the defendant’s confession, to determine if the State has sufficiently established the corpus
delicti to support a conviction.” Lara, 2012 IL 112370, ¶ 18.
¶ 103 Here, the medical evidence tended to show that Ben was the victim of murder. Drs.
Brunner and Lum, Ben’s pediatricians, each testified for the State that Ben had no prior medical
conditions that would have caused his injuries. Dr. Orozco, the emergency room physician,
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opined for the State that there was a “very high suspicion for nonaccidental trauma.” Dr. Choi,
who performed the autopsy, opined that Ben “died of craniocerebral injuries due to blunt
trauma” and that the injuries were very recent. Dr. Greenbaum opined that Ben died “of head
injury involving blunt force trauma” consistent with having been thrown to the floor shortly or
immediately before he became unresponsive. Dr. Greenbaum further concluded that Ben did not
have a chronic subdural hematoma, that he could not have caused his own injuries, and that his
vomiting two days earlier was not related to his death. Taken in the aggregate, the State’s
independent medical evidence established that Ben was the victim of abuse that caused severe
injuries to discrete parts of his head shortly before he became unresponsive and that Ben himself
could not have generated enough force to cause his own injuries. Overall, this evidence tended
to show that Ben was the victim of murder, which corroborated defendant’s confession that she
forcefully threw Ben to the floor and that he landed on his head.
¶ 104 The State’s nonmedical independent evidence further corroborated defendant’s
confession. Ben’s parents, Amy and Andy, as well as Ben’s pediatricians, testified that Ben was
a healthy baby. Amy and Dr. Brunner testified that Ben was fine all day on Tuesday, the day
before he died. Amy, along with Nancy and Gwendy, testified that Ben was fine all day on
Wednesday, the day he died, up until the time that Gwendy went home at about 3:30 p.m., while
Ben was eating his snack, as usual. This evidence tends to show that something happened to Ben
shortly before he became unresponsive at 3:50 p.m., which is consistent with the State’s medical
evidence, and corroborates defendant’s confession that she threw Ben down at about 3:35 or 3:40
p.m. The testimony of Gwendy, Nancy, and the director, Sandy Jenner, established that only
three people—Gwendy, Nancy, and defendant—cared for Ben at Minee-Subee on the day he
died. Therefore, only Nancy and defendant were with Ben during the 20 minutes or so before he
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became unresponsive. Defendant’s confession that she threw Ben as she was wiping his hands
after his snack was corroborated by Nancy’s testimony that defendant was the one who cleaned
up the children at Ben’s table.

Defendant told police that Nancy did not see her throw Ben,

because Nancy’s back was turned as she washed dishes at the sink; these circumstances were
exactly corroborated by Nancy’s testimony. Nancy’s testimony that the children were restless
and fussy and that the room was noisy further corroborated defendant’s statement describing the
same circumstances.
¶ 105 We conclude that the State’s independent evidence tended to show that a murder had
been committed and was sufficiently corroborative of defendant’s confession. Accordingly, the
corpus delicti rule was satisfied and defendant’s confession was properly admitted for the jury’s
consideration. See Lara, 2012 IL 112370, ¶ 47 (explaining that a properly admitted confession
is “one stick in the evidentiary bundle” to be used by the trier of fact and that “[s]etting the bar
too high for finding sufficient corroboration of a defendant’s confession under the corpus delicti
rule would intrude on the scope of the fact finder’s exclusive duties”).
¶ 106 Nonetheless, defendant maintains that the medical evidence was not independent. She
asserts that Dr. Choi had not determined the cause of death at the conclusion of the January 15
2009, autopsy. 1

1

Defendant further asserts that, on January 16, 2009, Dr. Choi conducted

Defendant cites pages in the appendix to her brief on appeal, where she included a copy

of Dr. Choi’s autopsy report. Our review of the record indicates that the report was not admitted
into evidence. Accordingly, we will not consider it. In re Marriage of Duggan, 376 Ill. App. 3d
725, 746 (2007) (noting that materials outside the record on appeal may not properly be included
in an appendix).
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“experiments” to make Detective Curran’s interpretations of defendant’s statements “fit” Ben’s
injuries. Defendant’s arguments are belied by the record.
¶ 107 At trial, Dr. Choi was asked specifically if he had formed a cause-of-death opinion based
on his January 15, 2009, autopsy. He answered affirmatively and testified that, based on that
autopsy, he opined that Ben died of “craniocerebral injuries due to blunt trauma.” Evidence
technician David Thomas testified that, on January 16, 2009, while he was in the autopsy room
with Dr. Choi and Deputy Coroner Paul Foreman, he received phone calls from Detective
Curran, relating stories that defendant had told. Each time Dr. Choi would re-enact with Ben’s
body defendant’s version of events. There is absolutely no evidence that Dr. Choi’s team
concocted any scenarios. Dr. Choi simply determined whether what defendant described could
have caused Ben’s injuries. Thomas related to Detective Curran that defendant’s initial stories
about Ben’s having thrown himself backwards and about defendant’s dropping Ben could not
have caused the injuries. There is no evidence that Dr. Choi’s team ever told Detective Curran
that defendant threw Ben on the floor or even suggested any possible scenario.
¶ 108 In support of her position, defendant relies on People v. Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d)
091060, and People v. Nieves, 87 P.3d 851 (Ariz. App. Ct. 2004). In Rivera, this court reversed
for insufficiency of the evidence the defendant’s conviction of first-degree murder based on an
underlying criminal sexual assault. Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d) 091060, ¶ 46. We began by
recounting the complete lack of evidence: there was no physical evidence linking the defendant
to the offense (Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d) 091060, ¶ 29); DNA evidence determined that the
defendant was not the source of the sperm found in the victim (Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d)
091060, ¶ 30); and no reasonable trier of fact could have found the jailhouse informants’
testimony credible (Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d) 091060, ¶ 38). We then considered the remaining
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evidence—the defendant’s confession. We held that admission of the confession, the product of
a statement written by police, which was obtained over four days of interrogation by 10 different
law enforcement officers, who provided details of the crime in leading questions, violated the
corpus delicti rule. Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d) 091060, ¶¶ 44-45.
¶ 109 Rivera is distinguishable.

Notwithstanding defendant’s claim that the officers’

“interrogations were replete with leading questions, suggestions, and indeed demands,” the
DVDs reveal otherwise. The officers related the medical evidence they had received from the
briefing the night before—that a great deal of force, an amount that Ben could not have
generated himself, was necessary to cause Ben’s injuries and that Ben suffered the injuries
shortly before becoming unresponsive. This was unlike the situation in Rivera where officers
admitted to asking leading questions that included such details of the crime as what the victim
had been wearing (Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d) 091060, ¶ 11).
¶ 110 In support of her position that the officers asked leading questions, defendant cites
isolated portions of the transcript of her interview. We reiterate that our review of the DVDs
reveals nothing improper about the interview. Furthermore, defendant’s specific citations are
taken out context. For example, defendant alleges that the officers told her that she was with
Ben when he was injured. The citation provided was from a portion of the interview just after
defendant suggested that Nancy had done something, and the officers were asking defendant if
she were covering up for someone. Detective Curran said, “[F]rom what you were telling us,
you were in the room.” Defendant further points to Chief Filenko’s comment that the force
involved was akin to “being dropped from the second floor of a building onto some concrete.”
This statement reflects the language that Dr. Choi testified he probably used with Detective
Hyde. Notably, Chief Filenko made this statement in connection with the discussion of what
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Nancy might have done; he told defendant that she had the opportunity to either “be a good
witness or a co-conspirator in a murder.” Defendant asserts that the officers told her that she was
frustrated with Ben, but the portion of the interview she cites was still in the context of exploring
Nancy’s possible involvement, wherein Detective Curran said, “We think this could have been
either someone getting real frustrated or an accident.” Defendant next asserts that the officers
told her that she had lost patience with Ben or lost control because “he aggravated the hell out of
her.” The officers asked defendant if she had lost her patience and told her it would be
understandable. In the context of reminding defendant that she had changed her story several
times, Chief Filenko told defendant that she was “running out of time.” Similarly, where
defendant says the officers told her what happened—that Ben’s head hit the floor not the chair—
was a point after which defendant had admitted to being angry and forcefully putting Ben on the
floor.
¶ 111 Even taken together, the comments cited by defendant do not indicate, as she maintains,
that the officers told her what happened and that the only “truth” they would accept was that she
was guilty. As discussed above, the officers spent a significant amount of time with defendant
exploring her various versions of events, including her vague assertions that perhaps Nancy had
done something and that defendant had accidentally dropped Ben as she was putting him down.
They repeatedly asked her to explain and demonstrate each scenario so that they could verify
defendant’s stories with the medical evidence. The record establishes that the officers knew that
Ben suffered a tremendous amount of force to his head shortly before becoming unresponsive,
but that they had no preconceived notions regarding how it had happened or who was
responsible for it.
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¶ 112 In Nieves, the court reversed the defendant’s conviction of first-degree murder, holding
that the corpus delicti rule was not satisfied. There, the only independent evidence was the
medical examiner’s opinion that the victim’s death was unexplained, which was not
corroborative of the defendant’s confession to smothering her infant. Nieves, 87 P.3d at 857.
The court noted that, after he learned of the defendant’s confession, the medical examiner
changed his opinion to conclude that asphyxia due to smothering could not be ruled out as a
cause of death. Nieves, 87 P.3d at 854. Not only is Nieves not binding on this court (Kostal v.
Pinkus Dermatopathology Lab., P.C., 357 Ill. App. 3d 381, 395 (2005)), but also it is inapposite.
Here, unlike the medical examiner in Nieves, Dr. Choi testified that he concluded that Ben died
of craniocerebral injuries due to blunt trauma before he learned of defendant’s confession. That
Dr. Choi did not know exactly how Ben suffered the blunt trauma did not render the cause of
death unexplained. Rather than changing his opinion, Dr. Choi simply helped police verify
whether defendant’s various versions of what happened to Ben were consistent with his autopsy
findings—that Ben died of blunt force trauma.
¶ 113

Sufficiency of the Evidence

¶ 114 Having determined that defendant’s confession was properly considered by the jury, we
turn to defendant’s contention that the State failed to prove her guilty beyond a reasonable doubt
of first-degree murder. When presented with a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence, it is
not the function of the reviewing court to retry the defendant. People v. Collins, 106 Ill. 2d 237,
261 (1985); People v. Craigen, 2013 IL App (2d) 111300, ¶ 32. Rather, “ ‘the relevant question
is whether, after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution, any rational
trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.’ ”
(Emphasis in original.) Collins, 106 Ill. 2d at 261 (quoting Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307,
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319 (1979)). The reviewing court should not substitute its judgment for that of the trier of fact,
who is responsible for weighing the evidence, assessing the credibility of witnesses, resolving
conflicts in the evidence, and drawing reasonable inferences and conclusions from the evidence.
People v. Sutherland, 223 Ill. 2d 187, 242 (2006). However, a reviewing court must set aside a
defendant’s conviction if a careful review of the evidence reveals that it was so unreasonable,
improbable, or unsatisfactory as to create a reasonable doubt of the defendant’s guilt. People v.
Evans, 209 Ill. 2d 194, 209 (2004).
¶ 115 Here, consistent with the defense theory at trial, defendant contends that the evidence
established that Ben suffered a blunt force trauma to the head in October 2008, months before his
death, and developed a chronic subdural hematoma, exhibiting symptoms of that injury until the
day he died, when he threw himself backwards and hit his head on the tile floor, aggravating the
prior injury and causing a re-bleed. Defendant further contends that the evidence establishes that
Nancy was the only adult in the classroom when Ben injured himself, and that, therefore,
defendant was unconnected to Ben’s death. According to defendant, the evidence creates more
than a reasonable doubt about her guilt. Although defendant’s assessment of the evidence
represents a conclusion that the jury possibly could have adopted, for the following reasons, it
was certainly not the only reasonable one.
¶ 116 The State’s medical experts testified that Ben was the victim of abuse that caused severe
injuries to discrete parts of his head shortly before he became unresponsive, that those injuries
caused his death, and that Ben himself could not have generated enough force to cause his own
injuries. Specifically, Dr. Orozco, the emergency room physician, testified that there was a
“very high suspicion for non-accidental trauma.” Dr. Choi opined that Ben died of blunt force
trauma inflicted recently, probably the same day. Dr. Greenbaum testified that she saw no
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evidence of chronic subdural hematoma and that Ben’s injuries were “fairly recent.”

She

elaborated that Ben’s being completely normal in his activities, behavior, and eating the day
before and the day of his death was not a picture of a child with a chronic subdural hematoma.
Although she thought that viewing the histology slides was unnecessary in this case, Dr.
Greenbaum testified that her review of the autopsy photographs was consistent with what Dr.
Choi reported he saw under the microscope—that there was no evidence of a chronic subdural
hematoma. Ben’s pediatricians testified that Ben was a healthy baby, that he had no medical
condition that would have contributed to his death, and that his increasing head circumference
was not a cause for concern.

Dr. Manuel Montez’s rebuttal testimony was substantially

corroborative of the State’s other medical experts.
¶ 117 In contrast, defense experts testified that they observed signs of healing in Ben’s head
injuries, which indicated the injuries were weeks or months old. Dr. Leestma testified that a
review of the histology slides was necessary to determine the age of Ben’s injuries; Dr. Teas
even prepared some of her own slides. They both testified that Ben suffered a chronic subdural
hematoma that could have re-bled if he threw himself backwards. Dr. Leestma testified that
even a short fall, such as Ben’s throwing himself backwards, could have exacerbated his chronic
subdural hematoma. Dr. Leestma testified that Ben’s simple linear skull fracture was consistent
with a short fall; Dr. Teas testified that she could not even be sure that Ben suffered a skull
fracture.
¶ 118 The jury was presented with a battle of experts regarding the timing of Ben’s injuries and
the cause of death. It was the sole province of the jury to weigh this evidence and to assess the
credibility of the witnesses. Sutherland, 223 Ill. 2d at 242. We note that all of the experts agreed
that Ben suffered from a subgaleal hematoma, a subdural hematoma, and a subarachnoid
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hematoma—all of which were in separate compartments of the head. Indeed, even one of the
defense experts, Dr. Leestma, acknowledged that Ben’s injuries were consistent with having
been thrown to the floor and that Ben’s throwing himself backward could not have caused all of
his injuries. On this record, we cannot say that no rational trier of fact could have found that Ben
died of blunt force trauma at the hands of another shortly before becoming unresponsive.
¶ 119 Given defendant’s confession that she forcefully threw Ben down on the floor after
cleaning him up from snack, a rational trier of fact could have found that defendant was the
person who inflicted blunt force trauma upon Ben. We will not repeat our discussion from above
explaining how defendant’s confession was corroborated by the other evidence.
¶ 120 Moreover, the jury was not required to disregard defendant’s confession, even assuming
that it believed defendant’s theory that Ben had a chronic subdural hematoma. As the jury was
instructed (Illinois Pattern Jury Instruction, Criminal, No. 7.15 (4th ed. 2000)), it was not
necessary that defendant’s act of throwing Ben to the floor be the sole and immediate cause of
his death; the jury must have found only that defendant’s act contributed to Ben’s death. People
v. Krueger, 260 Ill. App. 3d 841, 848 (1994).

Thus, the jury was not required to reject

defendant’s confession even if it believed Nancy’s testimony that Ben threw himself backwards
minutes before he became unresponsive. Several witnesses testified that it was not uncommon
for Ben to throw himself backwards; the jury was not required to find that this tantrum resulted
in death. As noted above, even defense expert Dr. Leestma acknowledged that Ben’s throwing
himself backward could not have caused all of his injuries. A rational trier of fact could have
found both that Ben had a chronic subdural hematoma that re-bled when he threw himself
backwards with Nancy and that defendant threw Ben forcefully to the floor as the two scenarios
are not mutually exclusive.
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¶ 121 Defendant relies on People v. Smith, 185 Ill. 2d 532 (1999), in support of her contention
that the State failed to prove her guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. In Smith, the supreme court
reversed the defendant’s murder conviction, because it rested solely on the testimony of one
eyewitness, whose testimony and credibility were completed undermined in several ways.
Smith, 185 Ill. 2d at 542-46. Smith is inapposite to the present case. As we have discussed at
length, the State produced ample evidence—including medical experts, testimony of defendant’s
co-workers and Ben’s parents, and defendant’s confession—to prove defendant’s guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt.
¶ 122 Defendant’s arguments boil down to a request that we usurp the jury’s role in weighing
the evidence and assessing the credibility of the witnesses. This we cannot do. People v.
Larson, 379 Ill. App. 3d 642, 654 (2008) (“We, as a reviewing court, are not to substitute our
own judgment for that of the jury.”). As explained above, defendant’s confession was properly
before the jury, because it was voluntary and because the corpus delicti rule was satisfied.
Therefore, the confession was evidence to be weighed by the jury with all of the other evidence.
Defendant’s theory of the case was not the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn from all of
the evidence. Accordingly, because the evidence was not so unreasonable, improbable, or
unsatisfactory as to create a reasonable doubt of the defendant’s guilt (Evans, 209 Ill. 2d at 209),
we hold that the State proved defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of first-degree murder.
¶ 123

Ineffective Assistance of Counsel: Jury Instruction

¶ 124 Defendant next argues that defense counsel was ineffective for failing to tender a jury
instruction defining the term “reckless.” To succeed on a claim of ineffective assistance of trial
counsel, a defendant must satisfy the well-established standard set forth in Strickland v.
Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984). People v. Patterson, 217 Ill.2d 407, 441 (2005); People v.
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Lemke, 384 Ill. App. 3d 437, 447 (2008). Under the two-pronged Strickland test, a defendant
must first show that his counsel’s performance was deficient in that it fell below an objective
standard of reasonableness. People v. Houston, 226 Ill. 2d 135, 144 (2007). In demonstrating
the deficiency, the defendant must overcome the strong presumption that counsel’s conduct
might be considered sound trial strategy. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689; Houston, 226 Ill. 2d at
144. Under the second prong, the defendant must demonstrate that the deficient performance
prejudiced the defendant in that, but for counsel’s deficient performance, there is a reasonable
probability that the result of the trial would have been different. Houston, 226 Ill. 2d at 144;
Lemke, 384 Ill. App. 3d at 447. A failure to satisfy either prong is fatal to the ineffectiveassistance argument. Houston, 226 Ill. 2d at 144-45; Lemke, 384 Ill. App. 3d at 447.
¶ 125 In the present case, defendant requested that the jury be instructed on the lesser-included
offense of involuntary manslaughter as an alternative to the charge of first-degree murder. The
trial court instructed the jury that a person commits the offense of involuntary manslaughter
when he or she “unintentionally causes the death of an individual by acts which are performed
recklessly and are likely to cause death or great bodily harm to another.” Illinois Pattern Jury
Instruction, Criminal, No. 7.07 (4th ed. 2000) (hereinafter, IPI Criminal 4th No. 7.07).
Defendant also requested an instruction on the lesser-included offense of reckless conduct as an
alternative to the charged offense of aggravated battery. The trial court instructed the jury that a
person commits the offense of reckless conduct when he or she “recklessly performs any act
which causes great bodily harm to another person.” Illinois Pattern Jury Instruction, Criminal,
No. 11.37 (4th ed. 2000) (hereinafter, IPI Criminal 4th No. 11.37). The committee notes to both
IPI Criminal 4th No. 7.07 and IPI Criminal 4th No. 11.37 state that Illinois Pattern Jury
Instruction, Criminal, No. 5.01 (4th ed. 2000) (hereinafter, IPI Criminal 4th No. 5.01) be given.
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IPI Criminal 4th No. 5.01 explains that: “A person [(is reckless) (acts recklessly)] when he
consciously disregards a substantial and unjustifiable risk that circumstances exist or that a result
will follow, and such disregard constitutes a gross deviation from the standard of care which a
reasonable person would exercise in the situation.”
¶ 126 Defendant’s argument fails, because she does not overcome the strong presumption that
counsel’s decision not to request a jury instruction defining recklessness was sound trial strategy.
See Lemke, 384 Ill. App. 3d at 450 (stating that counsel’s decision regarding jury instructions is
widely recognized as a matter of trial strategy and generally will not support an ineffectiveassistance-of-counsel claim). The defense theory was consistent throughout the entire case, from
opening statements to closing arguments. Defendant’s theory of the case was that her confession
was false and that she did nothing to Ben. Defense counsel posited in the opening statement and
argued in closing that Ben died as a result of a chronic subdural hematoma that re-bled when he
threw himself backwards and hit his head on the tile floor moments before becoming
unresponsive, while defendant was out of the classroom. The defense elicited testimony from its
experts in support of that theory. Counsel could have believed that an instruction on the
definition of recklessness would have caused the jury to focus on defendant’s conduct, counter to
the defense theory of the case. 2 Put another way, the concept of recklessness would be relevant

2

Counsel’s request for jury instructions on the lesser-included offenses was granted, over

the State’s objection, after the trial court confirmed with defendant that counsel had consulted
with her and that it was her choice as well to request the instructions. Counsel reasonably could
have believed that, given the full array of defendant’s videotaped statements, it was prudent to
offer to the jury alternatives to the charged offenses.
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only if the jury believed that defendant did drop or throw Ben—the conclusion that counsel
desired to avoid. Consequently, we determine that counsel here made a strategic decision not to
instruct the jury on the definition of recklessness. See Lemke, 384 Ill. App. 3d at 450 (“It is
axiomatic that the effort to confine instructions to those that best support the theory of the
defense is what trial strategy is all about.” (Internal quotation marks omitted.)).
¶ 127 We recognize, as defendant points out, that defense counsel argued in closing that
defendant’s conduct was, at most, reckless. Defense counsel’s reference to recklessness was
limited to less than two pages of transcript, wherein defense counsel stated, “There is no intent.
If and, again, it is a big if[,] if you believe this occurred, it occurred within seconds, and that is a
reckless act.” Defense counsel reasonably could have believed that it was necessary for him at
least to acknowledge that the jury might find that defendant dropped or threw Ben. We cannot
say that defense counsel’s brief and isolated reference to recklessness in closing undermines the
presumption that counsel’s decision not to request IPI Criminal 4th No. 5.01 was the product of
sound trial strategy. Accordingly, we reject defendant’s ineffectiveness claim. Houston, 226 Ill.
2d at 144-45 (a failure to satisfy either Strickland prong is fatal to the claim); Lemke, 384 Ill.
App. 3d at 447 (same).
¶ 128 The cases upon which defendant relies are inapposite. See People v. Thurman, 104 Ill.
2d 326 (1984) (holding that the issues instruction on involuntary manslaughter must include the
language “without lawful justification” when there was evidence of self defense); People v.
Lowry, 354 Ill. App. 3d 760 (2004) (holding that trial counsel was ineffective for failing to give
instruction defining “knowingly”—the mental state at issue—where the jury submitted a
question to the court expressly asking for the definition); People v. Howard, 232 Ill. App. 3d 386
(1992) (holding that there was reversible error on the specific facts in the case, where the State
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improperly characterized involuntary manslaughter as a cop-out in its closing argument, and the
court failed to instruct the jury on the mental state of recklessness); People v. Bolden, 103 Ill.
App. 2d 377 (1968) (holding there was reversible error where the jury instruction on involuntary
manslaughter neither mentioned the required mental state of recklessness nor defined it).
¶ 129 Defendant further maintains that the questions submitted by the jury during deliberations
reflect its confusion as to the meaning of recklessness. The jury submitted the following to the
trial court:
“1. If 1st degree murder:
a. Do we have to decide on aggravated battery?
b. Do we have to decide on reckless conduct?
2. If manslaughter, do we have to decide on a & b above?
3. What is reckless conduct?
4. What is aggravated battery?”
The court and the parties interpreted questions 1 and 2 as questions of law, reflecting the jury’s
lack of understanding as to how to return the verdict forms. By agreement of the parties, the
court answered questions 1 and 2 in the affirmative with a brief explanation. The court and the
parties interpreted questions 3 and 4 as pertaining to the offenses named therein, and all agreed
that the jury had been instructed on the definitions of those offenses. The court instructed the
jury accordingly. Notwithstanding defendant’s assertion to the contrary, we see nothing in the
jury’s questions to indicate that it was “clearly seeking guidance” as to the definition of
recklessness. Rather, questions 3 and 4 expressly referred to the offense of reckless conduct
(which was offered as an alternative to the charged offense of aggravated battery) and to the
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charged offense of aggravated battery. The trial court gave the jury both the definitional and the
issues instructions for each of these offenses.
¶ 130

Expert Testimony

¶ 131 Defendant’s final argument is that the trial court abused its discretion in allowing Dr.
Montez to testify beyond the scope of his expertise in the State’s rebuttal case. A person may
testify as an expert if his experience and qualifications afford him knowledge that is not common
to laypersons, and if his testimony will aid the trier of fact in reaching its conclusions. People v.
Swart, 369 Ill. App. 3d 614, 631 (2006). The trial court enjoys discretion in deciding whether to
admit a person as an expert, and we will disturb that decision only upon an abuse of that
discretion. Swart, 369 Ill. App. 3d at 631.
¶ 132 Here, Dr. Montez testified as an expert in forensic pathology. Defendant raises no
argument regarding Dr. Montez’s qualifications in that capacity. Instead, defendant argues that
Dr. Montez’s testimony exceeded the scope of his expertise because he rendered a neurological
opinion. Because we conclude that Dr. Montez did not render a neurological opinion, we reject
defendant’s argument.
¶ 133

While testifying about the cause of death, Dr. Montez opined that Ben did not have

chronic subdural hematoma visible to the naked eye.

He further testified that it was not

necessary to view the histology slides to look for a chronic subdural hematoma because this was
“not a microscopic cause of death.” Dr. Montez said that he could determine the “cause,
mechanism, and manner” from a visual inspection of Ben. He elaborated that, if a chronic
subdural hematoma were large enough to be seen by the naked eye, Ben would have exhibited
“some neurologic deficit.” Dr. Montez testified that, in order to determine if Ben had any
neurologic deficit, he reviewed Ben’s medical records, day care records, and the 53-second video
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taken of Ben in his home in November 2008. Based on his review, Dr. Montez concluded that
Ben was not suffering from any motor, audio, visual, or speech deficits. He explained that, if
Ben had a chronic subdural hematoma, he would have expected that these areas would have been
affected.
¶ 134

This “neurological testimony” of which defendant complains reflected Dr. Montez’s

observations, based on medical records, day care records, and the video, that Ben was developing
normally.

The testimony served to rebut Dr. Teas’ testimony that Ben’s chronic subdural

hematoma was asymptomatic because deficits would not be apparent in young children who are
“brain stem creatures” and do not have higher functions such as walking and talking. Dr.
Montez did not render an opinion about Ben’s neurological condition. Rather, he testified that,
based on his observations, and consistent with the medical and day care records, Ben was
functioning normally—not as a child with a chronic subdural hematoma. This testimony merely
helped to explain his opinion regarding the cause and timing of death.
¶ 135

CONCLUSION

¶ 136 For the foregoing reasons, we affirm the judgment of the circuit court of Lake County.
¶ 137 Affirmed.
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